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ABSTRACT

A set of preliminary expeniments has been conducted in a

conicaÌ diffusen, to detenmine the inte:rmittent natune of the flow

stnuctune. An interface detecton, based on the wonk of Townsend

(fg+g) was constructed. The detector produces an output signat I(t)

equal to I when the flow is tunbulent and 0 when the flow is non-

tunbufent. A technique, based on probability density plots taken

with a mutti-channel- anal- yzer, was devel-oped to measure the inten-

mittency factor , ^,1 > and hence cal-ibrate the intenface detecton.

Instnumentation was al-so designed to measure ttzonert averages and

rrzonerr probabÍlity densities of the velocity.

Pnefiminary results, based on a single tnaverse, indicate

that the l-íne of demancation between tunbul-ent and non-turbulent

fl-uid is not shanp and, in fact, wher-e the intermittency is a maxímum

mone than 509o of the fluid is in a state of tnansition from one type

of fl-ow to the othen. In view of these developments the íntermittency

facton was nedefíned, based on the need. to specify what percentage

of transition flow was turbul-ent. An intermittency intensity facton,

g, was al-so defined on the amount of tnansition flow existing at maxi-

mum intermittency (y=. S).

0n traversing nadíaIly outward fnom the axis of the diffuser,

the flow was seen to divide itself into four" distinct regions; the core

regionr'the cone intermittent negion, the fully turbul-ent r"egion and the

wal-l- intenmittent region. Two inte::mittent r.egions exist sepanated by

a thln layen of highly turbulent fl-uid. The flow model thus proposed

senves as a basis fon further investigation.
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]-.0 INTRODUCTION

The diverging flow has been investigated by Jeffrey (tStS¡,

Hame.l- (fgfz), Rosenhead (1940), Millsaps and. Pohl-hausen (tgsg), and

Fnaenkel (fSOZ), using potential flow theony and simil-arity solutions.

Cfassicaf theony of a punely divergent flow {see Batchelon (feOZ)} pne-

dicts unstabl-e ffow even for a modenatel-y low Reynolds numben, and a

simil-ar.ity solution at high veJ-ocity gives many ídentical- negions of

outfl-ow and of inffow. Furthermo::e, the bound.any layen theony cannot

be used. since the fl-ow in a diffuser viofates the basic assurnption that

the thickness of the boundany layen is veny smal-l- in companison to the

stneamwise length dimension. Hence it was decided to study the fl-ow

expenimentatJ-y since step by step expenimental- wonk will thnow light on

the physical pictune of the flow and thus enabl-e a theony to be develop-

ed to explain the divenging fJ-ow. To this end, Lipka (fg6e), Van den

Spiegel (1969), Slusan (fSOg), and Knuegen (fgZO) have expenimentally

investigated main flow, pressune nise, turbulent íntensities, and Rey-

nolds stnesses in a conica.l- diffuser. Bearing in mind the same object

it was decíded to investigate whether the flow aftennates iruegulanly

between nelativety quiescent and turbulent flow,and whether, within each

pack of turbul-ent flow, focal isotropy exists. 'rro* with these pnopenties

is negarded as being intenmittent,

V¡hile explaining the intenmittent natune of the turbul-ent motion,

Townsend (fg¿+g) says, trwhatever the detaited explanationothe mechanism is
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tikely to be common to aII examples of free turbul-ence when there is a

mixing of undistunbed fluid with the turbulent ffow.rt The flow in diffu-

sers is not a tÌ-ue example of free turbufence such as fnee jet.and wake

flow, but the process, which contnol-s the mechanism of the íntermittent

flow, i.e., a mixing of undisturbed fluid with the tunbul-ent flow, exists

in diffuser. flow. Conrsin and Kistl-en (1955) say rrln rea.lity, howeven,

every turbulent flow is bounded by fluid, not in a tur-bul-ent state.

They also define the distinction between tunbul-ent and non-tunbulent

zones by the pnesence on absence, respectively, of nandom vorticity fluc-

tuations. The undistunbed fluid may be inter:preted as the degree of

quiescence of the fluid refative to the turbufent flow. Since the diff-

enence of vel-ocity between the completely quiescent f.l-ow and the tunbulent

flow in the case of a fnee jet at low velocity, can be al-most equal to the

difference of ve.l-ocity between the pantially quiescent ffow at the wal-l

and the high velocity cone ffow of the diffusen, it ís not unlreasonabl-e to

assume the existence of intermittent ffow in a conica] diffusen.

One of the conditions {Townsend (f9+g)} requined for" the exis-

tence of an intermittent tunbulent ftow is that the Reynolds numben of the

flow must be la:rge. This requirement is satisfied in the range of vefoci-

ties to be investigated since the velocity varies fnom l-5 metens /sec. to

B0 metens/sec. It is noted that the maximum velocity in Townsendrs expeni-

ments was l-2 . B metens / sec.

Patet and Head (fgOg) give the críteria of developing flow in

pipes. One of thein criteria is the presence of intenmittency as the flow
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develops. The val-ue of the intermittency factorryr is veny small- ín the

beginning of the developing flow whil-e the value of y tends to I fon

fully developed ftow. This critenion may be used fon developing flow in

clrf tusens.

P:receeding discussions give a stnong índication of the pnesencd

of intermittent ffow in a conical diffuser. An intermittent fl-ow is chan-

acterized by intenval-s of nearly laminan flow sepa:rating rrburstsrt of fully

deveì-oped tunbufence. The intermittency factor", y, is defined as the firac-

tional time spent by a fixed pnobe in tunbufent f.luid. Two methods of

measuring intermittency factor r^rere intnoduced by Townsend (1948,1949).

The first method is based on the measurement of the ttflattening factonrr

of the pnobabitity density of the intermittent signal and on the hypoühesis

of local- isotrophy, due to Kolmogorov (1941). The second method is the

constnuction of an efectrical signal, I(t), which is zero except when the

hot wire is in a negion of tunbulent motion, where it takes the vafue

unity.

For the pnesent exploratory work it was first necessalry to design

and constnuct the necessany equipment and subsequently onganize an expeni-

ment suitabfe fon measuning the intenmittency factor y, and associated
/

panametens. The ínstnuments wer"e subseguentJ-y tested using signals derived

from real flow in a conical- diffusen.
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2.0 THE INTERMITTENCY CONCEPT

2.I Description and Occurrence of Intenmittency.

Intermittency is the name given to the altennation between

tunbulent and non-turbul-ent motion that chanactenizes certaín types of

fl-ows. The intermittency facton y is defined as the ratio of tirne tun-

bulent to total time. It is thenefore a measure of the pnobability of

finding turbulent ffow at any instant at a point considered.

Intermittency is observed in two quite diffenent flow situations.

Firstly, in the breakdown of a.l-aminár shean flow to a tunbulent flow, a

pnocess which nor"mally occuns over a considerabl-e streamwise distance and

is chanactenized by the gnowth of initíatJ-y small and randomly distnibuted

patches of turbul-ence which finally coaflesce. This type of intenmittent

f-Low exists, fon example, in the transition negion of a tunbrrl,ent bounrlany

layen

Secondly, at the free boundar:y of a ful.l-y developed turbulent

shear fl-ow where the outen edge of the turbul-ence fl-uctuates with time so

that over an appreciabl-e distance ín the cross stream dínection the flow

a.l-tennates between turbulence and non-tunbufence. An example of this is

the flow in the wake of a cylinden.

It has l¡een found {fiedten and Head (1966)} tnat with adverse

pnessure gradíents (diffusen fl-ow) the intenmittent fl-ow moves outwar:d

fr"om the surface, while the width of the intermittent zone decreases

The convense is tnue of favourabl-e pnessune gnadients (devel-opíng pipe flow);

in some cases the intermittent zone may exist afl- the way to the wal-l
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Tunbulence occunning in jetso wakes and boundany layens is in-

stantaneously confined within a more or less cJ-ean1y defined boundany,

commonly termed the tunbul-ence fnont which is highJ-y .irnegular in shape

and constantly varying with time

According to Cor"nsin and Kistl-er (1955) -

a) 
::;.TH:ï:.ïï,1::":;:x;:,on.the 

fonm of a

b) there is a sharp division between the tunbu-
.lent and non-turbul-ent zones.

c) advances of the turbulent front and entrain-
ment of non-turbul-ent fluid take place through
the action of viscosity.
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2.2 The Averaging Pnobfem in Intermittent Flow

All conventional measunements taken in the intermittent zone of

a turbu.lent shear fl-ow average any panticulan quantity alternately oven

negions of intense tunbul ent fluctuations fol-fowed by nelatively quiet flow.

Thus any distr.ibution of mean intensity taken acnoss the inte:rmittent zone

will- show great inhomogeneity which is mostly due to probability of occunr'-'

ence of tunbul-ent f.l-uid and l-ittl-e to vaniation in properties of the turbu-

lent fl-uid itself.

It is the:refo::e desínabl-e to devíse methods fon the measunement

of mean va.Iues which considen only that po:rtion of the totaf time of obsen-

vation fon which the point of obsenvation is immer^sed in fully turbulent

on non-tunbul-ent fÌuid.

To this end Townsend (1949) has defined a quantit]- I(t) which

is zeno in non-tunbul-ent fl-uid and unity in fully tunbu.l-ent fluid. Its

mean value equals yrthe intermittency facton.

Thus:

y : r(t).

In the past, inte::mittency has generally been measuned in two

r^rays, both due to Townsend. They are: .

a) The ttffatness factonrt method

b) Townsendfs second method (on Townsendtd
dinect method)

In the next section both methods wil-I be described and compared.
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2.g Measunement of the Intenmittency Facton,

2.3.1 Tov¡nsendts Finst Method - the rtFlatness Factorrr Method.

One impontant charactenistic of isotnopic fluid flow is that

if a pr:obability density plot of velocity is made, the plot wíll be non-

ma1ly distr"ibuted independent of the direction in which the velocity is

measuned. Kolmogorov (fg+f) has postulated and pnoved the theory of local

isotnopy. If a pnobability density plot is made fnom a flow system which

is sometimes turbulent and sometimes not, and the measunements are nest::i'ct-

ed to the tirne intenvals when the flow is tunbulent, then a similan normally

distributed plot wi.l-l be obtained. The basic concepts of 'the method will-

be denived fon the simplest possib.l-e case. Fon p:nesent.purposes the sígna1

may be considened to be S(t) which in pnactice is usua1ly some time deniva-

tive of the velocity, u.

The ideal intenmittent signal has the following pnopenties.

, 1) It is either tu::bulent or non-tunbulent (fig. 1a).

2) The pr:obability density plot connesponding to tur:-
bul-ence is nor:mally distnibuted with deviation,si .(fig. lb)

3) The non-tunbulent signal is fnee, of fluctuations
(o*=o).

4) The probability of tunbul-ence is y, i.e. the signal
is turbulent ] pencent of ful-l- time. Let the
pi:obability density plot of the total signal (fig. Ib)
have an airea of l-. Then the area of the belI shaped
peak is ]. The infinitely nanrow peak 'super:imposed
on it is an impulse with area I-y.

Let I(t) .¡e a signal- pneviously defined. Also, let B(t)

denote the full time tu::bulent signal; N(t) denote the full time non-tunbulent
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- signal; and S(t) denote the intenmittent signaf(fig.

- Then:

s(t) = r(t) B(t) + (1-r(t)) N(t)

= I(t) B(t),

sínce N(t) is assumed to be zero.

Squaring and taking the mean value

-s' = r2B2 = 12 B2

=YB 2

.t
slnce l- =I=Y

Squar ing again gives,

t s2)2 v2 G2)2

Fr^om (1) it fol-Iows that,

Ia)

4 l-r l-r

-11lf A4¡4. =yBq

(1)

(2)

(3)e

Combining (2) and (3)rgives the 'rflatness factonil defined by

^4
fl-atness facton = ---ì---; .

( s')'

tr

= f ( B' 
)v

l^ô

(B')'

lr
Y B,

2 2 2
v (s )

The bnacketed term may be wr:itten as,



tr
D'D-r

?6

J-"u

TO

P(B) dB

(s 2

where P(B) is the probability of a fl-uctuation of magnitude B.

2

V:", r<u l an] 2

Since B is nonmally distributed,

o, oì - "-n2 
/ zo2

r\D,, 
/_

/zro'

Therefone

co

l_ æ

2 2

dB
4-B 2a

B

F
c 22

2o dB

The integnal-s ar"e easiJ-y eval-uated by changing the vaniabLes.

BLet y
/zo

ThusF=3

Thenefore:

Y = the Íntenmittency facton

= 3/(fl-atness facton)

r
L 6æ

-82
.B
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Townsend (fg+g) descnibes a cincuit for" measuning the flat-

ness facton. The cincuit uses the par.abolic gnid characteristics of

tniodes, suitably biased, as a means of squaring. Such círcuits have a

tendency to dnift with age, tempenatureretc. A mone mod.enn appnoach

would be to patch up a rtflatness factontr detecton on an analogue computer

equipped with three squaring cincuits, a natío cincuit anð. 2 integrators.

Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of the proposed detecton.



RATIO
crR

(¡NTEGRATING CIRCUIT)

îJ õ2rvÐ
2

rFl
s4

ß2)'

S
s2

(SQUARING CIRCUIT)

FIG. 2 A PROPOSED FLATNESS FACTOR DETECTOR
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Townsend (fg+g) nealized the .l-imitations (See Sec. 2.4) of the

tlflatness factonrf method and subsequently devised an al-tennative method

which is used (wittr variations) almost excfusivel-y in ccntempol.ary wonk.

This method denives the el-ectníca1 íntenmittency signalrï(t) defined in Sec.

2.2. Bniefly the cincuit wonks as foll-ows.

The input signal is taken fnom a single hot wine. Two time

derivatives ane t"t"r, thus emphasizing the high frequency components. The-

reéuJ-ting signal- is full-wave rectified foll-owed by a smal-l- amount of ín-

tegration pnovided by a shunt variable capacitor. Thus a trmemony timefr

on delay is introduced. The altennative of not having the delay nesults

in the output going to zero as each oscilfation passes thnough zero.

Sr:ch an output woul-d be essentially untrsable. Thus to use this technique

successfuJ-ly one must assume that a lar:ge number of complete oscifl-ations

occun during each period of tunbu.l-ent motion, i.e. that the Reynolds

numben of the tunbulent fluid be lange

The output from the memony capacitor is fed to a discriminator

and limiter. When the input to the,discríminaton is above a preset level,

the output of the l-imiten is a constant l-evel- with magnitude anbitranily

assigned 1. Otherwise the output is 0. This is the desined output I(t).
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2.4 Discussion and Comparison of the Two Methods.

sic l-imitation c factonrr method is illus-The basic l-imitation of the rrflatness

trated by the folJ-owing angument

. Let M be any quantity such as a vel-ocity denivative. l,et fi

the quantity to be measuredr. be a mean val-ue with measunements nestricted

to time intervafs when the fluid ís tunbul-ent. Such a mean vafue is called.

a zone average.

For any intermittent fl-ow system one can wnite the identity -

IM

I

It is possible to measune I with the fl-atness factor detector and the

mean val-ue of M can also be found, (fon example with a tìrue rlJns meten).

Howeven, in general- it is not possible to calcufate IM given ¡l and f.

Thus in genenal ff cannot be found.

If, however, the assumption is made that M is zeno everywhere in

the non-tunbufent zone, then

and

Since both quantities on the R.H.S. of the preceeding equation

can be measuned, fr.-r, be found. Thus wheneven the zone avendfe coincides

with the usually avenage then the method due to fl-atness facton can be used.

e.g. gnid tunbulence.

IM

Mot3

=f M

]M

M

M

M

=I
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The main advantage of this method is that it gives a unique

val-ue fon y, pnovided one is willing to accept the basic assumptions

given in section 2.3.1-.

Townsend overcame the basic limitation imposed by the flatness

factor. method. His second method p::oduced an on-off signal and it was

therefone possible to find ñ "irrc" M could now be avenaged only when the

f.l-ow was tunbul-ent. However, in practice almost any value of y can be

obtained depending on wher:e one sets the discniminaton on equivalently

whàre one sets the gain of the amplifiers ahead of the discrimÍnaton. As

shown later intermittency is not an ideal on-off type of pnocess (in

diffuser" flow at l-east) and the question of the va.l-ue of y at a point becomes

one of definition of y
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3.0 MODERN INTERMITTENCY MEASURING TECHNIQUES

To the authorrs knowfedge, most moder"n techniques fon measuning

the intenmittency facton are a modification of Townsendts Dinect Method.

Many expeniments nequine only a knowledge of the existence of intenmittent

fl-ow. This is easily done by observing velocity derivatives on an

oscil-l-oscope on simil-an reconding device.

An analog cincuit with an input-output nel-ationship descnibed

by Townsendts Dinect Method wii-l be nefenned to as an |tintenface d.etectorn.

The pnactical- diffículty in usíng such a detecton, i.e. setting the dis-

cr:iminaton feve.L, can be attríbuted to the foilowing:

1) the signaf to noise natio, S/N, is finite

whele nms value of fulltime turbufent signal
rms va]-ue of full-ti me non-turbulent signal

Ideally this ¡-atio would be verry large bu.t in pnactice it is found to vany

from four to ten. Also, for diffuser- fJ-ow, it has been found that the tnans-

itions fnom bursts of turbul-ence to non-tunbulence and vice vensa are not

instantaneous.

2) The delay constant, associated with the rrmemorytr capaciton

is finite. Thus the time location of each tnansition of I(t) corresponding

to the end. of a tur.bul-ence bunst depends on the díscniminator setting.

N
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3.1 Recent Advances in Detecton Design 
:

Corrsin and Kistlen (tgSs) attémpted to maximize the signal to

noise ratio by using a signal pnoportional- to the vorticity fluctuations

as the input to the discriminator. They have shown that the vonticity

fl-uctuation l-eve.l- is fow in the non-tunbufent zones and nises napidly

across the interface.

Fiedl-en and Head (19€j6) have proposed a scheme fon minimizíng

the undesirab.le effect of the I'memony timetr capacitoi:. They int::oduce

an effective t'memor.y timerr by phase shifting Ci.e. differ-entiating) ttre

signaÌ at a ceratain stage of processing and then adding the original and

shifted signars. Kibens (rgoe P. 9B,l-04) gives a detaifed account of the

effectiveness of this technique.
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g.2 A Modenn Interface Detecton

The two modifications of the pnevious chapten have been imple-

mented in a detecton descnibed by Kibens (1968). Fon the pnesent wonk it

was decided at the outset to use a similan cincuit. Fig. 3 shows a block

diagnam of the detector. Electnonic details are given in Appendix 4.3.

The inputs u, and u2 are the l-inear.ized outputs of the two

panallel hot-wire probes as desc:rÍbed in Sec. 4.3. Since the two hot wines

are spaced a smal-l (lmm. ) distance apart in the y direction the ::esulting
'^

sígna1 is appr:oximately pr:opontionaf to ff. The signal is then fed to a

high pass fíl-ter, (or time differentiaton) with a vaniable cut-off

fnequency, fl. Thís is fol-lowed by a low-pass fil-ten with vaniable cut-

off frequency, fr. The cut-off fnequency of both is set just above the

highest frequency of intenest, i.e. the highest fnequencies transmitted

fnom the anemometens. The combined action of the two cincuits is thenefone

to pirovide differ.entiation over the desir"ed fnequency range whil-e nemoving

the higher fr.equencies. The i:esulting signal is p::opontional to lu/aVâI

which is also nefenr:ed to as the probe signal S(t). Kibens (fgOe)

suggests that S(t) is a good approximation to the nate of change of

vonticity, i.e., ðw/ðt, which may be true in a boundany layen whene

õ
6+ß>6t is small-. The extent to which ít is. tnue in diffusen flow whene

no thin boundany layer. exists has not been investigated, por. ínterrnittent

flow, S(t) has the strongly intenmittent, burst-like chanacteristic

suitable fon detection.

The phase shift, or delay, suggested by Fiedl-er and Head is

pnovided by the tnue diffe::entiato::. This cíúcuit differentiates S(t)
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fnom just above zero fnequency up to approximately 20 KHz.. This uppen

fnequency was chosen somewhat anbitnanily but is wel-I above the híghest

frequency of interest. tÞpen frequency limiting is necessary in onden to

maintaín an adequate margin of efeetnonic stability. The resulting signål,
f..?c
S(t) is pr:opontional- to ã"u/âyôt'. Considened in the tíme domain with

sinusoidal test inputs, å(al crosses zer:o when S(t) is a maximum and vice

vensa. Fon nandom signals, howeven, there is a fínite pnobabifity of both

S(t) and å(-) O"rng zeno simultaneously.

" The frequency response of the cincuit, for: both S(t) arra å(t)

is shown in Fíg. 4. The ventical positÍon of the two gnaphs is anbitnary
I

and may be adjusted by the GAIN control. The S culrve may be moved venti-

cally with r"espect to the S curve by adjustment of the 3 GAIN contnol.
j

The gignals S(t) and S(t) ane then fed ínto a gate cincuit with

output Y(t) such that,

C o:: >c
v(t )=

C and >. c

The detector thneshotd is C. Refer. to Fig. 5 fon a typical sequence of

pulses. The signal Y(t) has many lapses such as il-lustr.ated at A, B, and D.

!

The one at A is due to both S(t) and S(t) ¡eíng simultaneously zero. This

can occun with finite p:robability since S(t) and t(a) uo" statistically in-

dependent. At B both S(t) and å(a) .ou bel-ow the threshold C. Both cases

pnoduce false indications of non-turbulence. Similar.ly shont bunsts, of

amptitude langen than C, pr-oduce false indications of'Lurbulence. Such a

situation is.shown at D. For thís raeason a cincuit, with tthold timerl

'r, is intnoduced so that the pr.evious (turbulent or non-turbulent) state

1if

oíf
lsl >

I sl*.

l3

e
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holds for a time 'r, befone a êhange in the output state takes place.

The output of this cincuit, Yt (t) ís fed into a gate cincuit with

output ï(t) such that,

r(t)

The finaf detecton output I(t) is a nandom square wave with a value of 1

on 0 cornesponding to tuntulence on non-tunbulence nespectively at the pnobe

focation. The hold time r"epnesents a delay of detection, thus I(t) tags

behind the actual- inte:rface cnossing by TH. Appanently the innovation of

Fiedlen and Head has not .succeeded in removing completely the need of a

memory cincuit as oniginally used by Townsend.

=lt 
tt Y'(t) > L/2

(o it Y'(t) < r/2.
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3.3 Detecton Adjustments

The detection of the state of intenmittent flow must be based

on a numben of threshol-d crite:ria. The minimum numbers of adjustable

panameters is two. One is a constant fevel, above which the ffuctuation

ane considered turbul-ent. This is nefenred to as the amplitude thneshold

cr^iterion. The othen is a time intenval- oven which the amplitude threshol-d

crite::ion is applíed, i.e. the hold time criterion. The finst of these

cannot be zeno due to a finite signal to noise ratio. The hol-d time cannot

be zero since all signal-s ftuctuate about zeno and hence must periodically

pass thnough zeno

The parameters must therefore be set to give the ttbesttr val-ue of

y at any one probe location.

The interface detecton has five acljustmertts, of which the l-ast

two are the most basic as al:ready mentioned. They ane

l) adjustment of the input attenuatons.

2) adjustment of the cut-off frequencies f., and f,.,.

3) adjustment of S(t) GAIN.

4) adjustment of hotd time 7n.

5) adjustment of GAIN

The finst foun ane uniquely adjustable. The GAIN can only be set aften

y is known, a technique díscussed in Chapten 6.

1) Adjustment of Input Attehuatons.

These ane set so that velocity components, common to both pnobes

pnecisely cancel in the diffenential amplifien. They are also set such that
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no cfipping occurs Ín the diffenential amplifien.

2) Adjustment of the Cut-Off Freguenciesr f, and f,

Associated with the energy spectnum of the signal S(t) is the

chanactenistic fr.equency f"n which is found as fo11ows.

i) set f, to a low fnequency (say 10Hz) and f, to a high

fr.equency (say 20KHz). Measune S(t) with a tnue rrns

voltmeten. The pnobes are positíoned in fully tunbu-

lent fl-uid.

Adjust å(a) aott such that å(a) n." the same nms value as s(t).

Remove the anemometen signal-s and. neplace one input with

a sine vrave. Adjust the f::equency of the sine wave such

that rtns voltages of S(t) and S(t) are equal. The fre-

quency of the síne wave i" f"h. Set f., and f, to appnoxi-

matelvtwicef-;"cn
3) Adjustment of the HoId Time, tH.

The hol-d time must be of the onden of a chanactenistic time

associated with the fine stnuctune of the tunbul-ence, within the tur.bulence

bunsts. Thus a charactenistic time of 2/1 . , is used.cn-

4) Adjustment of S(t) cern.

llith the probes in the fully tunbufent zone thris gain is adjusted

so that s(t) and å(-) n.rr" equal nms values.

rr)

r_1r /
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3.4 Conclusion.

It should not be concluded that the detector just described

in any way represents an optimum in eithen design or adjustment. Such re-

finements as designing a fil-ter that maximízes the signal to noise natio

coufd well be a topic of furthen investigation.

Funthen discussion of the detecton is defer':red to chapten 6.

The fol-lowing two chaptens describe the flow facility and other- necessary

instrumentation. '
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O DESCRIPTION OF THE FLOW FACILITY.

This chapten describes br:iefJ-y the wind tunneJ-, the diffusen,

the tnavensing mechanism:and hot wire probe assembly. Except fon the

pnobe assembly, detail-s fon each of the above are given in the following

::efenences.

1) Wind tunnel - Friesen(tgZO).

2) Diffusen - Lipka(1968).

3) Travensíng mechanism - Krueger(fSZO)..

4.1- The Wind Tunnel

A layout diagram fon the fow turbul-ence wind tunnel is shown

ín Fig. 6. The fan, driven by a 25 honsepower d.c. moton, bÌows air into

the cincul-an tunnel biith diameten . 91-8 meters. The other end of the tunnel-

is fitted with a contnaction cone which has a contraction ratio of 89 to 1.

Coupling of the output of the contnaction cone to the input of the diffusen

was provided by a duct ) I.47 metens long with a nominal diameten of I0 cm.

4.2 The Conical Diffusen

A detailed dnawing of the stnaight conica.l- diffusen is given in

Fig. 7. The diffuser- had the following dimensÍons

inl-et - l-0.14 cm. internal diameten.

outlet - 20.22 cm. inter.natr diameten.

length - 70.90 cm.

The opening angle was 8.01o.
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4.3 The Traversing Mechanism and Hot-Wine Probe Assembly

The tnaversing mechanism was designed and constnucted by

H. ltruegen. The detail-s are shown in Fig. B. In the application it was

used to position the hot wine p::obe accunately in the y direction, shown

in Fig. 7. The posítion accur"acy is betten than 0.01 cm.

The hot wire probe was a modified x-probe with the mounting

posts all- fíled down to equal lengths. A sensing wire was wefded on each

independent pain nesulting in two parallel wires. lfhen placed into the

diffuserr.the wines are at night angles to both the x and the y dinections.

The sense wines, 5 micnons in diameter- were l- mm. long; spaced I mm.

apant: and r^rer-e made of platinum plated tungsten. Refenning to Fig. B' the

hot wine pnobe was instal-Ied as Item VTII. Item IX was not instal,l-ed. The

tnavensing mechanism of Fig. B is capabl-e of tnavensing the diameter of the

diffusen at any cross section.
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5.0 APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

In this chapter the compì-ete expenimental set-up is intnoduced by

means of an ove::al-l- block diagnam. The function of each ínst::ument is brief-

Iy desc::ibed. !üith the anemometens and lineanizens suitably calibrated a

p::ocedure is outlined fon necording the necessarS¡ l:aht data on analog tape

suitable for. detailed analysis at a laten time.

5.1 Description of Appanatus

Switches 51 and 55 a::e symbolic to facilitate expJ-anation. Pr.actically,

this switching ís done by neannanging the cables.

5.1.1 Hot Wir"e Anemometers and Lineanizers.

The two constant tempe:rature hot-wire anemometer:s wene a Disa

Type 55D01 fully transiste rizeð. unit o equipped with a Disa Type 55025

Auxiliary Unit; and a Disa Type 55401 tube-type anemometer. Anemometer: out-

putq were linearized with Disa Type 55Dl-0 Linear-izens.

Details fo:r all units ane. given in thein ::espective instruction

manuals.
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5.1.2 The Intermittency Synthesizen and Sine !Íave Gener-aton

The synthesizen was postulated by Kihens (fgOe), as beíng essen-
\./

tíal in determiníng the interrnittency factoo 
u 

. It was therefone designed

and constnucted at the outset. A.l-though this nepnesents a substanlial pon-

tion of the total effort, it has not proven to be very usefuÌ since, as is

shown laten, it does not adequately simulate intermittent flow in a diffuser?.

Although a rel-atively simple modification could conrect this deficiency,

a new technique (Chapten 6) has been developed which does not :requine a syn-

thesizer:. To date the unit has been used mainly as a function generaton ín

the sense that it produces;

I) sine. wave

2) tniangulan waves

3) square waves

4) nandom, white noise

Electnonic detail-s of the complete unit ane given in Appendix At

5.1-.3 The Samplen.

The unit is described in Appendix 42.

5.1-.4 The Intenface Detecton.

The genenal design philosophy fon the detecton is given in

Chapten 3. Electronic details ane found in Appendix 43.
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5.I.5 The Analogue Tape Reconden.

The Lyric TR61-2 tape neconder is a seven tnack machine using

t2tr tape. The modufation technique is wide-band F.M. A novel featune of

the reconden is that on pla¡rback, the outputs of the odd numbered channels

can be delayed with respect to the outputs of the even numbered channels.

by mechanically positioning the pJ-ayback heads. Thus, on playback, U can

äube delayed. with ne.spect tr # and compensate fo:r the deJ-ay /¡1 intr^oduced

by the detector into I(t). This featune will be found necessarìy when mea=

: / ^ - r. \suning zone averages (Sec. 7.4). It el-iminates the need for a costly ana-

logue delay fine. fnformation on magnetic tape instrumentation is given

by DávieB (196I). Operating instr:uctions and specifications for the recon-

der ar:e given in its instruction manual.

5.1.6 The Multi-Channef Analyzer and XY Recorden.

Openation of the Victoreen TC200 Multi-channel Anal-yzen is out-

lined in Sec. 6.1-. Such analyzens ane discussed in detail- by Chase (196f).

The unit used was nented for the wonk reponted in this thesis. The XY:re'

conden was a HP70044.

5.1.7 The Wave Analyzen.

The .FRA-2C analyzer (bornowed by countesy of the Red Ríven

Community CoJ-lege) is a constant bandwidth heterodyne-type analyzen. Three

separate bandwidths ane avaifabl-e , í.e. 21 25 and ll25 Hz. The useful fre-

quency nange extends from 5 Hz to 16 KHz Since the inte::nal rms meten

couJ-d not be suitably damped, alÌ measunements were made with the Disa Type

55435 RMS eten, using a .I0 second integnating time constant.
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5.1.8 The Pulse Modulaton

A pnototype vras constructed as pant of the intenface detecton

unit. The modulator is a simple gate círcuit with two inputs and one out-

put. The gate input is an on-off squalre Vlave. The other input is a

continuous sine wave. The circuit function is such that when the gate in-

put is 'rontt each complete sinusoíd produces a narnov¡ pulse at the output.

When the gate input is trofftt the::e is no output. The complete schematic

diagnam is given by Humme1 (1970).

5.1-.9 The Fnequency Counten.

The NE9010 Fnequency Counten is a six decade digital counten

with time pr:esettabl-e from 0 to 105-l- seconds. The maximum counting nate

is 2 MHz.

5.I.10 The Time to Amplitude Conventer (TAC).

A TAC pr"oduces an output pulse whose amplitude is proportional

to the width of the input pulse.

Thenefone

Vo = K T. t

whene

vo = amPlitude of outPut Pulse,

Ti = "idth of ínPut Pulse,

K - constant of pnopontionality.

A prototype was constnucted as pant of the intenface detecton

unit. The input is the nandom squalre wave I(t) lon its comptement l-I(t)].
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Considering, fon exampl-e, I(t) as the input, for each burst of turbulence

the TAC pnoduces a pulse with amplitude propontional to the width of the

bur:st. A comp.l-ete circuit diagr.am and descniption ane given by Hummel (1970).

5 . 1. l-]. The RMS Voltmeten

The Disa Type 55D35 RMS Vol-tmeten is a tnue rms meten in the

sense that it measunes the rms val-ue independently of wave shape. An

impontant feature, especial-ly useful in fluid mechanics whene large fluc-

tuations are fikefy to occu::, is the ability to sefect an optimum integrat-

ing time which is var"iable fi:om .1 to 30 seconds.

5.I.12 The D.C. Voltmeten

The Disa Type 55D30 D.C. Voftmeter features digital read-out

fon high reading accuracy. Othenwise it is simil-ar to conventional- D.C.

metens.
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5.2 Calibnation of Anemometens and Linea::izers.

The anemometer:s and fineanizers were calibnated foltowing the

step by step pnocedur-e outfined in the instnuction manuals. A refe¡ence ain

stneam was pnovided by a Disa Typ" 55D41/42 Cal-ib:ration Unit. An ovenheat

ratio of 1.8 was used. The resulting catibration culrve, Fíg. 10, shows

the outputs of the two linearizens with both p::obes subjected to the same

ain velocity.

5.3 Nomenclatune.

Fo:r the present wonk all r:eadings were taken at an a¡.bitr:anily

chosen, fixed x position. At this position, refenned to as station 6o the

diameten of the diffuser" was 15.25 cm. All- neadings r¡iere taken on a single

honizontaf tnave::se in the y dir"ection. The signaf fnom the anemometen

connected to the hot wi:re far"thest left, as viewed fr"om the lar"ge end of the

diffusen is Ur; the othen is U,

F::om a p::eliminary expenimenta1 investigation the flow was found

to be similar on each half of the diffusen on one diameten and so onJ-y the

teft hal-f, facing upstream was usually investigated. The pnobe position in
t

the diffuser nefens to the position of a point half way between the two hot

wines. Position is gíven in terms of the non-dimensional numbe:: Y/Dr where

D is the diameter of the diffusen at the position where the measunement is

taken. Position Y/D = O refers to the left waII

The instantaneous value of the velocity ís wnitten -

u = E+'u

whene

U ís the mean value,
u is the instantaneous value of the fluctuating component.
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The rms value of the fluctuating component is wnitten

-J-

;u)'= ur

5-.4 Data Accrrnulation.

At each position along the tnavense foun quantities, ul, 
#, O,

and uflr were necorded. The sounce of these signals is shown in Fig. 9.

. 
rl- ,rd S *uo. reconded on magnetic tape fon appnoximately two

minutes at each pr"obe position. Û, and ur, both have a single numerical

value at a position. They wene ther:efor"e measuned with the d.c. and nms

meten nespeetively, ánd the nesults tabulated. At the tape speed used,

60 ips, the neconden frequency response is essentialty fl-at from 0 to 20

K Hz. The tunnel was alfowed to "vralsm uprt and stabil-ize for approximately

two houns before any :readings wene taken.

Since the tape neconden has a finite (gS ¿¡) signal to noise

ratio it is generally desinable to ::ecord all signals at as high a l-evel

as possíble.' Thenefore, since u is gene::ally much"smalfen"the t, Ut was

necorded instead of Ur.

Fon continuous (non intermittent) nandom sígnaIs the record l-eve].

is easily adjusted by settíng the input attenuaton on the tape neconden

such that the l-evef metens on the tape neco:rden read as la:rge a val-ue as

possible, but below the satunation zone indicated by a red l-ine' This

maximizes.the signal to noise i:atio, with no satunation, or clipping of

signal peaks. However, for a strongly intenmittent signal, such as Au/Ay

(and to a lesser: extent u), the above procedune fails, since the l-eve1 meters
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tend to ::ead an avel:age value. This would nesult in even increasing

clipping of the tunbulent bunsts às the intenmitteniy facton diminished.

The method adopted was to set the record level- by setting the input

attenuato:: for maximum alJowable level-meten neading with the pr:obes

positioned fon maximum signal S, 
f .e., minimum intermittency (Y=f ). The

channel recondingî i" similarly adjusted. The requined signafs ane

easily obsenvable on an oscilloscope. Fon the pnesent case both maxi-

mums occunned whene Y/D equals 0.16. Recondings at all stations are

then taken with these attenuator settings. This techníque has the added

advantage that all- p:robability density plots (see Chapten 6) will auto-

matically have the necessary identical honizontal scales. Aty decneased

signat to noise natio presents no difficulty sinc" #!, 
being intermitten

is af,.+ays Ia:rge when it exists. Al-so, in the negion of intenest, i.e. when

y=0, u is gene::al]-y la:rge. It should also be stated that even a smal]

ãrt
amount of clipping of S tas a very undesinable effect since it intnoduces

new f::eguences especially at the híghen end oi the fr"equency sPectr:um'

These new fnequencíes will- become quite large after the second time deri-

vatíve is taken, i.e. S(t) is fonmed.

The advantages of using a tape neconde:: fon such experimentation

are several-.

I) Once the experimãnt is neconded, the wind tunne.L, anemometers

and lineanizens ane released fon othen expeníments'

2) Detailed expenimentation can all be done using the same data.

In the present case this was impor.tant since the wind tunnel has a tendency
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to d::ift especially when first tunned on. Also hot wires contaminatè

with use and thus nequire peniodic cleaníng and necalibr.ation. Occasion-

aJ-l-y they also bneak.

3) The analogue delay line mentioned in Sec. 5.1.5 is not

nequined.

A velocity profite (Ur) ana a tunbulence intensity pnofile

(ut") ane shown in Fig. l-1. Both pnofiles are shifted slightly to the
-L

left. The reason fon this was not investigated. Due to the obstnuction

(ítem VII, Fig. B) on the pnobe it was not possible to get as cl-ose to

the teft wa.I.l- as the :right waII.
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6.0 A NEW METHOD OF FINDING THE INTERMITTENCY FACTOR¡

As was pneviously mentioned the basic pr"oblem in using an

interface detecton l-ies in setting the gain on discriminato:r level since

onty a sma.ll change in setting varies the appar:ent intermittency over a

wide r-ange, Conr.sin and Kistl-en (l-955) attempted to solve this pnoblem by

neconding the input signal (equivalent to S(t)) and the output signal I(t) *

on,a dual--beam oscilfoscope and adjusting the gain until- the bursts of S(t)

cor::esponded to I va.Iues of I(t). In the pnesent investigation this method

was tnied but not considered successful- since the r"esul-ts obtained wene not

repnoducible, even by the same obsenven.

Kibens (fgOS) describes a procedune in which he uses a synthetic

signal with known intermittency properties. By comparing these signals with

neai signafs he describes a technique whereby Y may be f,ound uniqueiy' It

is the pullpose of thís chapter to intnoduce a new method based on pr-obabil-

ity density plots. In any case, no matten which method is used the funda-

mental problem is to find y, independent of the gain setting. Thus, with y

known the gain may be easily set so that the signaÌ I(t) has this y.
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6.1 A Technique fon Making Amplitude Pnobability Density Plots. '

A fast, accurate and economical way to make probabilíty density

plots is ùy using an instrument called a multi-channel analyzen (MCA).

In the past these have been most often associated with expe::iments ín

nuclean physics. The high penfor.mance of these instnr:ments can p::obably

best be attnibuted to the fact that they incorporate a magnetic coÌre

memorlr, not unlike a digital computen.

analyzen, and XY necorden inten-connected to form a pr:obability densíty

analyzen. Assume S(t) is being analyzed.. The sine wave oscifl-aton pnoduces

the r.equi:red gate signal, The sampling gate p::oduees one pulse on sample

for each complete sinusoid.. The sarnpling ::ate (on numben of samples pno-

duced pen second) is set at 51000., which is the maximum rate at which

the mul-ti-channel analyzen can pnocess them. Companed with the tíri¡e asso-

ciated with the highest frequency component of å(t) (SO micro-seconds fon

20 KHz), the width of the sample is nannow (2 micro-seconds). The amplitude

of the sample is pr.opontional to the instantaneous value of S(t) plus a

suitabl-e fixed bias, sefected for: convenience.

Pulses from the sampling gate ane fed to the analogue to dígita1

converten (ADC) which assigns an integen fnom 0 to 199 to each sample. The

numben assigned is propontional to the amplitude of the sample. The magnetic

cor:e memory consists of 2OO wor"ds on channels each with a capacity of 105-1.

Each numben fnom the ADC is assigned a panticulan addness. Thus as each

sample is r.eceived ít is assigned an addness and the contents of the

assigned addness is incremented by 1., Initially aJ-I channels contain zero.
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After many samples have accumulated" the contents of any given addness

(channel-) is an indication of the pnobability of the conresponding ampli-

tude.

Mathematicalty the pulse amplitudes ane quantized into 2OO values,

Er;i=(o,1,2 ...199). For each E, an addness i is assigned. From basic

pnobability theory

nl
P(8.) = j - onobability of amplitude E*' 1' N '

whene

n. = contents of i, ,

l_

N = combined contents of all channels.

A two dimensional plot with P(E) as or:dinate, and E as abscissa is cafled

a p::obability density plot of E (histogr"am). The MCA plots n- versus i on

an XY recor:den. Because of the equivalence of E. and i this is also a pro-

babilíty density plot Íf the ve::ticaf scale is divided by N. .However:, in

this wo:rk, actual pr:obabilítíes ar"e not nequined, thenefone N need not be

calculated.

Fig. 13 shows a typical cunve with the following features.

1) tne horizontal- scale is finean and anbitnary.

2) The vertical scal-e is logar"ithmic and anbitnary.

3) Statistical- fl-uctuations, especially evident nean
the bottom of the gnaph 

-when1 li i" smal-l are nemov
ed as índicated by -the dotted llne.

4) Even though both the horizon'Lal and the vertical
scal-es ai:e arbitnary, the gnaph is refeirred to as

a pnobability density plot.
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2 Calcul-ation of y From Amplitude Pnobability Density Plots.

Consider a synthetic signal made up as shown in Fig' 14'

RMS VALUE = þ RMS VALUE = N

TT (l-y)r

Fig_. 14 The Wave Shape of a Synthetic Signal

The signaf consists of altennate bursts with full- time rms value

b and J-ength yT, followed by bunsts with fuu- time rms value n and length

(t-y)T. The signal is nepetitive with period yT+ (l-y)T=T. Cfearly the

intenmittency facton of the signal is y. Both signa.ts are assumed normally

distributed.

If the signal is sampJ-ed and the samples are accurnulated by an

amplitude pnobabíJ-ity density analyzer (See Sec. 6.I) a composíte gnaph

results, such as is shown in Fig. 15. (tfris gr:aph was obtained by actually

per"formíng the expenimept). Two dístinct gaussian shaped peaks are evident.

Assuming b langer than n, the wide peak is due to samples taken during the

intenval yT, the narnow peak fnom samples taken during the interval (l-y)t.

Since the samples shows no pnefenence fon any time interval it
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follows that the number of samples in any given intenval- is propontional

to the width of that intenval. Therefone

numben of samples fnom T = KxT,

and

nurnben of saùples fr.om (l-Y)T = Kx(1-Y)T,

where

K is the constant of pnopontionality.

It follows that

Y
r-Y = numbet of s les f::om

numben of samples fnom 1-

area of wide peak
anea of nannow peak

=he t x width (wide eak )
height x w dth nannow peak

Since both peaks have the same shape (gaussian) tne widths may

be measur:ed at any convenient place. It is common practice to choose the

width where the height is one-ha1f the maximum vafue. The width there is

:refeirned to as the ful-l width at half maximum (FWHM). The heightof the

wide peak, Hw, can be measuned dinectty aften its peak is dnawn in. The

height of the narrow peak, Hn, equals the height of the composite peak,

Hc, minus the height of the wide peak

Substituting into the above

Y_.
1-y - Hw.x (FWl-Î'{)w r

(uc-Hw) x (rwH¡,i)n
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oll

I
l-+Hc-Hwx(FWHM)n

-F- fFJ,rHdw

Thus y can be found accu::ate1y(within 29o) by plotting the pnobability

density if the :resulting cunve can be neadily decomposed into two gaus-

sian shaped peaks

U,a Selecting a Suitahle Field Vaniable fon Sarnpling.

The field vaniables that could possibly be sampled to determine
\o

are the velocity r, #, S and S. The cnitenion for the most suitable
-J

fietd vaniable is- that the connesponding pnobability density plot should

show two distinct, supenimposed cunves prefennably gaussian and symmetr:ic.

_ ârrPl-ots of u and Ç:. taken at va:rious stations r^rene found to be unsymmetnie
. - oy'

and in gene::al no separate peaks wene clearly defined. ProbabilÍty density

plots of S and S were found to be most suitable but essential-ly identical.

Subsequentfy å was ar.bitna:rily chosen.

6.4 The trTh:ree Layenrt Model.

Repeated effor.ts at dividing pnobability density plots of å(t)

into two gaussian peaks as outl-ined in Sec. 6.2 proved unsuccessful with

signaÌs denived fr.om diffusen flow. Companing Figuires l-3 and 15 (for the

naturaf and synthetic signals) in the formen, the location of any par:tition,

as indicated by the dash-dot l-ine would have to be anbitrary wheneas in the

latten, the position of the pantition l-ine is obvious. It was therefone

decided that penhaps diffuse:: flow could not be adequatety described by

Y
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a t!^ro layen model, and the possibility of a tnansition Ìayen between the

tunbulent and non-turbulent fl-uid was considened. Samples taken while the

probe was in the tnansition zone would then pooau"" their own chanacteristic

gaussian peak.

Using this hypothesis let the composite peak F be approximated

by

F=4G(o1)+ee(or)+Cc(on), (5.1)

whene A, B, and C are constants to be deter"mined for each p:robe positionr'

and where G(oT), G(oI) and e(o¡l) nep:resent gaussian peaks characteristic

of tunbul-ent, tnansition, and non-turbufent flow nespectively. The

deviations of each i.e., oT, oI, and onn must be found. These ar.e indepdn-

dent of pnobe posítion

The procedune is somewhat analogous to the Fouirier: Analysis

technique. Finding the six unknowns is str.aight forwand as outl-íned in

the fol-l-owing steps.

1) Pnobability density plots are made at each pnobe position of

inter"est as shown in Fig. 16. Since the plots tur.n out to be symmetr:ic

about the maximum only one side need be d.rawn in detail. The plots are not

compared with each other in rìragnitude (only. in shape). Thenefone the

maximum of all- plots can be set to the same value as shown. A logar"ithmic

vertical scale has been found desinabl-e to facilitate the manipulations

outl-ined in the subsequent steps. Extending the scale oven foun decades

was found adequate. The horizontal scale is linean, anbitna:ny, and

consistent for" all plots
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2) In panticulan, plots are made with the probes in the fully

turbulent and fulJ-y non-tunbutent fl-ow. These plots are charactenized by

their mono-gaussian nature but with widely different o val-ues. They wene

found at.Y/D values of .166 and .350 respectively. Thus G(or) and e(orO)

ane obtaíned as shown in Fig. i-7.

3) G(o-) is obtained. less directly. A plot is made at a posi-
t-

tion whene velîy few bursts of tunbulence occun. Since the ftuid giving

rise to these bunsts is so cfose to the non-tu::bulent fl-uid it is assumed'

that at these points tnansition ffow obtains. Fig. 18 shows such a plot.

The outer-most fÌanks of the bell shaped composíte cunve ar'e attnibuted

to fully turbufent ffcw which is accourrted fo:: by G(or). G(or) is then

drawn in of such shape as to account for the nemainder of the composite

curve not attnibutabl-e to non-tunbul-ent flow which is accounted fon by

G(o,,). Comp.lete G(o-) is al-so shown ín Fig. I1 . Thus the widths, onf' N' ' l-

deviations of afl- thnee compcnent nelks have been estabfished. The widths

are measured as shown in Fig. l-7 and are found to be in the ratio

5.2:2.3:70 = f:4.4:l-3.4

4) Fie. l-6 shows a family of pnobability density curves taken

at various probe positions. Assuming each curve can be approxímated by

Equation 5.I it.remains to fínd the constants A, B, and C fon each cunve.

The resu.Lts fon al-l the non-mono-gaussian cunves are given in Figunes 18-24.

The pnocedune is outlined with nespect to Fig. l-9 as fol-lows.

At point M al-l of the composite cunve must be attnibuted to tun-

bulent flow. I{ence G(or) is constnucted of such amplitude as to merge wíth

oN, oI oT
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the composite curve at M. At point N, G(Or) and C(Of) must sum to the

composite curve. G(or) can thenefore be drawn in accordingly. Simila::Iy

at p the sum of all component peaks must equallþscomposite peak. Hencer

e(o¡¡) can be constructed. The constants A, B and C a¡'e the maximum vaÌues

of the corresponding peak. In this case

A = l-00

B = 1700

C = B20O

6.5 Intenmittency CaÌculations

The entine concept of intermittency as pnesently defined by Town-

send is basicaJJ-y of a binary nature since it implies that at any given time

a probe must be in ej.tJrer of tv¡o Cj-stinct ffo,.r states. Present evidence indi-

cates that thene al:e three such states and the question is - shoul-d the tnansi-

tion state be consider"ed tunbulent or non-tunbulent? The question of inter-

mittency thus becomes one cf giving it a more specific definition. A propos-

ed new definition would specify the fr action of tr"ansition flow included ín

l, used as a

subscnipt which varies from zero to one. Thus, y means al-l- transition flow is

considered turbul-erti y.S means that hal-f the transition ffow is considered

turbulent and v means that the transition flow is considened non-tunbulent

etc. In gener"al one writes Y¡4, defined by:

area of turbufent eak + M x Area of transitíon
Y¡4 area. of comPos r te peak

eak
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A1+MA1 A1+MAy
Ac A1+41+A¡

The method is ilÌustnated by a sample calculation'

At Y/D = .283 (rig. 19)

A¡ = 8200 x 5.2 = 42,600,

AI =1700x2.3 =39,100:

A1 =.1-00x70 = 71000.

ThereforerfonM=0.5

7 000+.5 x 39 r_00 26,550
BB ,700 = .298Y'5 = 42,600+39,1-00+7, 000

The results for M value of 1, 0.5 and 0 ane shown in Fig.25 by the dotted

graphs on the night side.

The entire exper"iment was repeated using completely diffenent

to the wafl-. The resu.l-ts ane

shown by the sol-id line graphs in Fig. 25. It is a.lso interesting to.show

the pnobabiJ-ity of the three types of ffow. This is done by comparing the

anea of the panticulan fl-ow with the total anea.

Thus, for example

Pnobability of tunbul-ent fl-ow 
=

The resufts, using the first set of <iata ane given in Fig. 26.

Y.5 is also shown.

A1

Ãõ
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6.6 Discussion of Results.

The nesul-ts show that the transition f::om tunbuJent to non-

.n a diffuser is'not instantaneous. Townsend (1956rp99)

has alneady suggested this fon he says -

tr!{e would not then expect the boundary between the
the regions of zero and appr-eciable vor'ticity
fluctuations to be a sharp division between small
and large velocity ffuctuations, but it tunns out
to be a moderateJ-y distinct and in an approximate
theory of motion may be treated' as shanp.rt

An important feature of the new method is that Y can be found

by a technique which is complete.ly specified, and in thís respect is

somewhat similan to the fl-atness factor method.

The ratio of thnee membersr oN, o' and oT, characterizing the

thnee types of ftow -has been found. F.or the specified expenimental con-

ditions they were found to be in the ratio, 1: 4.4 : l3'4

. On traver:sj.ng fnom the centre of the cliffusen to the waIl , the

intelrmittent zone apparently ï,epeats itself. This tentatjve conclusion carr

on-Ly De 3ustrrred in the light of mone experimentation. For the pr"esent

d.iscussionr.howeverr.ít is assumed to be a fact.

Refenring to Fig. 25 ít seems neasonabfe, and it is therefone

proposed., that the hor:izontal spacing between yo and Y, be considened as an

indication of the intermittency intensity, i.e. a measune of the degree to

which intermittency exists. Specificaliy.

. ß = intenmittency intensity faäton

Av Âw. - Av&=ÆAw Aw
t-
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whelre Ay is the horizontal distance measured fnom Yo to Yt at Y=0.5, and

Aw is the width of the'intenmittent zone, specified as the honizontal span

of y.5 cornesponding to its ve::tical span measuned fnom .05 to .95.

It is assumed at this stage that Ây is alwalrs less than.Âw, thene-

fore ß varies from zero to.one. ß values'appr^oaching one correspond to

very intermittent flow, in the sense that thene is very tittle tnansítion '

ffow. ß values approaching zero imply no intermittent fl-ow.

From Fig. 25

' r^r = IOB (unit anb)
w

w =81c

v =26"c
Thus , for the given experimu"'tal- conditicns

. 
l) The wal-I inte::mittent regio" i" S = 1.33 times as wide

as the cone intermittent negion.

Z) ffre intenmittency intensity factor-, Aw, in the wall intermit-

lo8_11 = .4etent negron rs log

Sími1ar'Iy in the cone intenmittent negíot ß" = !# = '62'

The intermittency in the latten region is the::efore said to be 1.26

times as intense as the fo:rmen.

55V=
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7.O EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

This chapten describes a numben of expe::iments most of which

demonstnate the type of expenimentation possible with an interface detector'.

7.I Ener:gy Spectnum Measunements of ur;

These measurements wene made at vanious positions on the left

side of the diffusen using the FRA2C Constant Bandwidth Wave Ana1yz,er. The

bandwidth was set at 2Hz for: measurements fr.om 10 to 5O Hz and 25 Hz at

highen f:requencies. The nesults ane plotted in two diffenent v¡aJ¡s as shown

ín Fig, 27 anð, 28. The ventical scafe in both cases is given in decibels

with the onigin'anbítnanily ehosen fon convenience. Thus, all the r:esults

are companatíve, i.e. they can only be companed with each other'. The mean

velocity and intermittency facton a::e also sho¡in on top of Fig.'28 fon

companison.

7.1.f Discussion of Results

From the enengy spectra measurements the. following can be con-

cluded.

Ì) Most of the energy is in the lowel: fnequencies, less than

500 l{zr sêY.

2) The amplitudes of the low fi:equency components increase

faste:: than those of the high f:requency components as one moves fnom the

centre to the wall-.

3) Maximum vor"ticity fl-uctuations, velocity fJ-uctuations, and

intenmittency factor , all occur whene the mean velocity is changing most

napidly. This occurs whene Y/D is appr"oximately 0.15.
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7.2 y Measurement Using a Digital- Technique'

actually measure y. This is done independently by the technique descnibed

in Chapten 6. The problem nemaining is therefore to measure the mean value

of I(t), i.e. y, and then to adjust the gain on the interface detector such

that the measured '¡' equals the one requined'

The procedure is as follows. Refen to Fig. 9. set the frequency

of the sine wave oscill-ator to l-00.0 KHz. Pneset the fnequency counter to

l-0 seconds. With 32 on I(t) the f:requency counten'reads "¡ dir"ectly' Thus'

if after f0 seconds the counter reads 631'215/then y equals 0.631

7.3 Measurement of Zone Aver"ages and Zone Pnobability Density Plots'

As previousl¡r mentioned, one, of the most basic advantages of using

an intenface detector is that it allows one to perform the openations of

conditioned avenaging and sampling. Thus the average of U(t) on the conditíon

that the fl-ow is tu:rbu.lent can be found. SuCh an avenage is referned to as

a rlturbulent zone averagert and can be formal-ly expressed as

= ]imu =('I2:Tilç' I
YG:Ti'

1z

[rrtl u(t) ¿t

)tt

A simil-ar expnession exists for the non-turbulent zone averôage

The pnocedune for measuning zone avenages is described with refer-

ence to Fig. 9. The signal u is fed to the sampÌíng integnaton, I(t) is the

gate signat. since only the fl-uctuating pant of the velocity is reconded on
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the tape reconden, the signal, equivalent to the. mean velocíty Ur' is pno-

vided by an appnopniate dc voltage supptied by vRI. (see Fig. 41). With

the gate continuously open (s2 on 1, Fig. 9) the panel meten neads the

mean velocíty. WÍth 52 switched to I(t) tne panel meter :reads the tut'bu-

lent zone avel?age vêlocity. However, the tunbulent zone avel?age is normally

expressed as the difference of the above readings taken as a pencentage of

the mean vetocity found ín the centne of the diffuse:r' In a similan mannell

the non-tur.bulent zone avenage can be found by using ]-I(t) instead of I(t)

fon a gate signal. The nesults ane shown in Fig. 29. A, zone probability

density plot of u is denived from samples taken only during those intenvals

when the flow is tu:rbufent (on non-turbutent)' The pnocedure is outlined

:o Fig. 9. 52 is switched to ttl(t)tt, 33 to tfut'!, 54 tottpulsett,with reference to Frg. v. 5't L;

and 55 to trsampletr. The sampler: is used in the sampiing gale mode and the

5 KHz. Thus the mul-ti-

channel analyzen accumulates u on the condition that the flow is tuÏ'bulent'

A simil-ar" plot fon non-tunbulent flow is obtained with.S2 on l-I(t). An

unconditional plot is obtained with s2 on 1. These thnee plots have been

taken at thnee different pnobe positions. The results are shown in Figs'

30, 31 and 32.
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7.3.1- Discussion of Results

Although intenpnetation of the results of these experiments

from the fluid mechanics point of view is ,outside the scope of the

present wonk, it seems appr"opniate to make a few brief comments on

general cuuve shapes and trends.

I) Fon l-ow intermittency facts, (Y/D = .3'25) in the cone'

intermittent negion the velocity of the turbul-ent fl-irid is largen than

the mean veJ-ocity. Thus, by some Pllocess the fluid there is being

'accelenated. Fig. 3O shows the cor::esponding pr",obability density plots.

It is inter esting to note that the width of the peaks for turbulent

and non-tunbul-ent flow is approximately equal and one therefore concludes

that ther"e are lange fl-uctuations in velocity whethen the fl-uid is tun-

bufenL or: not. Comparing the turbufent peak with the uncon<Ìitioned peak

it is seen that for the turbul-ent peak the bul-k of the fluid is moving

faster than the mean since the peak is generally shifted to the right.

However, on the l-eft of the tur"buJ-ent peak there is evidence of some

"st::aggling'r f-l-uid as witnessed by the s.lowly diminishing left fl-ank.

The author, perhaps naively, visualizes the flo+¡ stnucture to be somewhat

analogous to that of waves ftbreakingtt on a beach. A cnude approximation

rs snown rn rtg. 33 which is similan to that given by Fiedl-en and Head

(fSOO, facing page 720).
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NON TURBULENT FLOW

ACCELERATED FLUID "SrRAGGL|NG" FLUID

Fig. 33 - The Authonr's Concept of Intermittent Flow

7.4 Probabil-ity Density Measunements of Bunst I'Iidths'

Cornsin and Kistler (1955) have shown the usefulnçss of pnobabi-

lity density plots of the widths of the bunsts of turbulence (and non-tunbu-

l-ence ). Their" method was very tedious and inaccunate. It involved visual

examination of long records of I(t). For the present work a nethod has been
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devised for doing this quickly and accuratel-y using a Time to Amplitude

converter and Mul-ti-channel Analyzer. Refenring to Fig. 9, s2 is

switched to I(t) and 55 to TAC. The MCA now accumulates the probability

density of widths of tunbul-ent bursts. A similar plot fon non-turbulent

bursts ís obtained with 52 switched to l--I(t). fig. 34 shows a typical

resu.It which is similan to that obtained by Connsin and Kistlen (t9SS'

Fig. 2s).
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8.0 A PHYSICAL MODEL OF FLOW IN A STRAIGHT CONTCAL D]FFUSER.

The fl-ow in a diffuser consists of foun distinct negions, namely,

(l) the cone region, (2) the cone intenmittent region, (3) the fully

turbulent region, and (4) finall-y the wafl intenmittent region' The core

region is defined as the negion wher:e the mean velocity pnofile is nefative-

Iy flat and the value of the intenmittency factor is zero. The core inten-

mittent region sta:rts at the point of inf I exion in the ve.l-ocity-profile

and afso where the value of the intenmittency facto:: .lies between zeno and

or". The thind, a very narnow region, the so ca]l-ed fully tunbul-ent negion

(Townsends constant shearl-ayer) is the region where intense turbu.lent acti-

vity goes on due to maximum shean which is a pnoduct of interaction between

the wall- intenmittent region and the core intermittent region. This :region

is characterized by the vai-ue of the intermittency factor being one' Last-

Iy, the wal-l- intermittent negion is the Ìayer of fl-uid next to the diffusen

watl. The value of the intermittency facton in this negion lies between

zero, at the walJ-, land one at the junction with the fulJ-y turbu.l-ent region.

As the Reynolds numben of the ffow increasesrthe centna.l- core

region decneases unti.t it finall-y vanishe" f"o* the fl-ow field. Consequently

the fl-ow is distributed among the remaining three regions. The fully tur:bu-

lent negion is stitl- namow in comparison to the othen two intermittent

zones but of counse the width of the fully tunbul-ent zone incneases with

Reynolds numben until the entine ffow is fully turbu.Ient.

The two intermittent negions have their own typical ffow structune.

The core intenmittent region has a fine str:ucture of turbul-ence wheneas the

wall region has a coarse one. The above concl-usion is neached by ínspection



of Fig. 28 where it is seen that the l-ower frequencies (coarse stnuctune)

tend to be closen to the wal-l than the high fnequencies (fine structure).

As was shown in Chapter 6, the wal.l- intermittent negion is widen

but with l-ower intermittency intensity than the co::e intermittent region.

The physical model- is illustrat'ed in Fig' 35'
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9.0 A PROPOSED I'AUTOMATICII INTERFACE DETECTOR.

Assurning that y can be found using a trflatness factorrr detecton

it woul-d be a simple matter to devise an automatic intenface detecton, i.e.

one with gain adjusted automaticalJ-y to produce the true y. Fig. 36 shows

the proposed scheme. I(t) ís averaged by the integnating cincuit pr:oducing

y1 which is compared with Y2, the t:rue value as determined by the rrffatness

factorr detecton. The gain is adjusted by an analogue muJ-tiplier. If y1 is

not appnoximately equal- to ^(2 an elrron signa]- is p:roduced of such phase as

to adjust the gain and hence Tf until- it is. Such a detecton would combine

the best fèatunes of both detectons. The majon, if not insur:mountable

pnoblem l-ies in designing a suitable ttffatness factonrr detecton'
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10.O CONCLUSIONS.

Thnee majon pieces of appanatus were designed (as ne.quired),

buil-t, and tested for" this wonk. They are -

1) An intenface detecton,

2) A samPlen,

3) An intermittencY sYnthesizen.

A numben of fessèr pieces of apparatus, (i.e. a low voltage
,¡

power supply and a time to ampJ-itude conventer") wene also designed and

. .t.

constructed. This appanatus was used. successfully in conjunction with

commercially available equipment (i.e. hot wi::e anemometers, etc.) and

a number of experíments wer.e performed in a conical- diffusen.

Based on the limited measuïremdnts taken, the foll-owing conclu-

sions can be drawn.

l) probabitity density plots of space-time denivatives of vetocity

components fonm a convenient way of analyzing the íntenmittency chanacten-

istics of tunbulent ffow in a diffuser.

2) An intenface detector is a useful tool- fon turbufence studies

and with funther^ development would pnobabJ-y enjoy wid.e spnead use by re-

searchers in fl-uid mechanics.

3) There are two distinct intermittent zones in diffuser fIoI,I'

sepanated by a J-ayer of intense 'tunbulence. These have been named the wall

intenmittent negion and the cone intenmittent region. The wa]l- intermittent

region was found to be wider than the cone intenmíttent negion.

4) At a fixed poínt in an intenmittent region in diffusen flow,

the tnansition fnom turbulent fl-ow to non-turbulent flow and vic.e velrsa



is not instantaneous.

inte::mittencY factor

- 89.

To account fon these gradual transitions the

y, vlas more specifically defined' The new defini-

tion specifies what f::action of tnansition flow is considered to be tun-

bulent.

5) An intermittency intensity facton, ß based on the fi:actional

amount of transition flow could be defined' It is a measune of the ttsharp-

nessil of the transitions fnom turbu.Ient to non-turbulent f10w and varies

fnom one to zero as the amount of tnansition ftow increases fnom ze::o' Tbe

core intenmittent negion was found to be more intensely intermittent than

the waff intenmittent region'
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APPENDIX 4.1

THE INTERMI TTENCY SYNTHESIZER UNIT

This unit consists of foun basic cur-cuits'

I. The white noise genenator )

- --^-+^r^2- The triangle-wave generaton

3. The noise gating cincuit'

4. The sine wave gener:ato::

Ïtemsl,2,and3abovemakeuptheintermittencysynthesize::.

The síne wave gene:raton is not pant of actual synthesizer but was built

into the same unit for convenience. Fig. 37 shows a btock diagnam and a

Sequenceofpulsesdesignedtoshowtheopenationofthesynthesizen.
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The purpose of the synthesizer is to pnoduce a signal simulating

altennate periods of tunbulence and non-turbulence as shown in Fig' 37b'

The random noise genenator pnoduces the basic random signal which is fed to

the two potentiometers vRl- and VR2. The output is altennately connected to

vRl and VR2 thnough transistonized sr¿itches sI and s2. The t::iangle-wave

generaton operates the gate contnol circuit which altennately opens SI and

s2. A "GATE OUTPUTil signal is also avail-able fon monitoning

Threeparametens;dutycycleon]rf^'andb/n'characterizethe
Y

simtrrated intermittent signar. Refer:ring to Fíg. 37b, the length of the

tu:rbulent bunsts is Tr, and the length of the non-tunbulent burstsr Tr.'

The sum of T, and T* is the length of a complete cycle T. The duty cycle

(which simulates the intermittency facton and equals Tr/T) can be adjust-

ed fr.om zer"o to one by VR3, and measured using the technique of Sec. 6.2.

The fnequency of the tnia¡g]e-wave genenaton, L/T simutåtes the intenface

crossing nate fr. It is adjusted by vR4 and measured with the NE90l0 digi-

tal ctunte::. With the duty cycle set to one the rms value of the output

is b which is adjusted with VRI- and measu:red with the true nms meten' Simi-

lanly n, which is set by vR2, is the :rms va.Iue of the output with a duty

cycleofzerro.ItisthuspossibletoadjustandmeasureY,'Y,andb/n

convenientlY.

A.I.l- The Noise Genenaton

The ideal- noise genenaton woutd have a nwhitett poÏ^Jelî spectnum with

a normal pnobability distnibution. Howeven, any physically nealizable gene-

nato:' can only produce 'twhitetr noise over a limitecl bandwidth which in this case

is firom appnoximately lOHz. to IO KHz'
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A simplified schematic is shown in Fig. 38. The small d.c' cunnent

flowing in the breakdown diode biases the base of QI. Under these conditions

the diode acts as a nandom noise generaton. This noise was found not to have

the desir^ed frequency spectnum and was therefone used to trigger a monostable

at a random nate. The random pulses thus pnoduced are passed through a low

pass and a high pass filter" with selectable cut-off frequencies.

Specifications for the noise generator aret

a) Whiteness

Fl-at within I db fnom IOHz to .lOKHz'

b) Probability distnibution - gaussian'

c) Low pass filten - switch selectable
at 2õ0, r,000, 2,000, r0,000, l-4,000H2-(3 db down)'

AMP I



d) High pass fil-ter - switch selectable
at I0, 20,50, f00' 500H2. (3 db down)'

e) Output amplitude - adjustable fnom 0-3
volts rms with single turn potentiometer"'

A. l-. 2 Triangle-ülave Genenator.

A suitable tniangle-wave genenator for this non-cnitical applica-

tion was reafized following the technique ôutlined in Fig' 39'

+12

+12

-t2

OUTPUT

-12
Fie. 39 Tr^iangle-Wave Genenator- Bl-ock Diagnam'

The cÍncuit consists essentially of two gated constant curnent

sources, Il and 12, contro]led Þy a schmitt triggen cincuit with a hysteni-

sis of I2V centred about zero. The,schmitt trigger" openates in such a mannen

that only one of If or 12 flows at any given time'

Assume II is flowing and 12 is off. The capaciton c is changed

SCHMITT
TR¡GGER
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up by a constant curuent producing a linean l:amp. when the voltage on

c (vc) neaches vrthe schmitt trigger tunns off Il and turns on 12 pnoducing

a namp of reverse slope until- Vc ::eaches -v at which time 12 is tunned off

and II is turned on agaín. Thus the desined tríangufar waves ane p:roduced'

The frequency of oscil-.1-ation is varied by changing the value of capacitor c

or the magnitude of 11 and 12

Relevent sPecifications ane:
ì

Frequency - continuously vaniable f::om 0 '1Hz to
90 KHz in 5 ranges

Amplitude - fl volts peak to peak, dinect coupled;
mean vafue zero vol-ts'

A.l-.3 The Noise Gating Circuit

The circuit used is very simitan to that used by Kibens (1968

p.94). The complete circuit is given by Hummel(1970)'

4.f.4 The Sine-Wave Generaton.

The Sine wave Generator is basically a wien-Br:idge OsciJ-laton,

capable of producing sine waves of fnequency continuously sefectabfe from

10Hz to 700 KHz. in 5 lranges. The amptitude is continuous'Ly selectab'l-e

from 0 to l0 vofts peak-to-peak in 3 nanges'
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APPENDIX 4.2

THE SAMPLER UNIT

This unit was designed and constructed by the authon to penform

the foll-owing two oPenations'

I.Sampleacontinuousnand.omsígnaÌsuchasufonstatistical

anarysis. rn this case the unit is said to be operated in the sampring

Gate Mode.

.2.Measunethezoneaverageofacontinuousnandomsignal.

In this case the unit is said to be'operated in the Sampling Integnator

Mode. such Ínstruments ane often :referred to as IIBOXCAR INTEGRATORSTT'

The sampler cannot openate in both modes simuftaneously' To

simplify the discussion'the two modes are discussed with the aid of sepa-

nate block diagrams, Fig. 40 and Fig' 4l-'

4.2.1- The Sampling Gate Mode (fig' 40)

Ananalogueinputsignalsuchasuisfedtotheinputamplifien

via capacitor CI and the potentiometer VR2 which selrves as a variable input

attenuaton. since all samples at the final- output must be of the same

polanity, the output of the input amplifier: must ffuctuate about a mean value

so chosen that the instantaneous value never passes thr:ough zeîo. This is

provided for by the DC RESTORE potentiometer vRl-. samplíng is done by the

MOSFET switch (Metal oxide semiconductor Field Effect Transiston). It has

th¡-ee tei:minals, s¡ 8, and d as shown'

The sampling nate is detenmined by a,sine wave which is fed into
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the shapen, conterting it into a square vtave. The leading edge of each

square wave is converted into a positive GATE PULSE. The width of thís

pulse is adjusted to two microseconds by the PULSE WIDTH ADJ potentio-

meten. The GATE PULSE, acting on terminal g of the MOSFET switch, closes

the switch for" the duration of the pulse thus p::oducing the SAMPLE PULSE

at the output. The amplitude of this pulse is pnopontional to the instan-

taneous value of the analogue input signal plus the D.C. value set by VRl.

A.2.2 The Sampling Integr-aton Mode (Fig. 4t).

In this mode the input amplifien and associated cincuits are used

in a manner identical to that of Sec. A.2.L The analog input is again the

) GATE INPUT, howeven, is a ::andom square wave such as Ï(t)velocity u; the GATE INPUT, hot

which passes thnough the shapes essentially unchange<l and is subsequently

applied to the ter.minal g of the MOSFET switch. Wheneven the GATE INPUT

is rtonrr the MOSFET swítch is cl-osed and the INTEGRATOR has a feedback '

determined gain of five and a time response detenmined by RC' which can be

vanied to suit the par"ticu.Lan expeniment by changing C. Thus, wheneven the

switch is cl-osed, the output will asymptoticatly appnoach the avenage

level of the signal at rrArt oven the duration for v¡hich the switch is closed.
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4.3 The Interface Detecton'

A simpJ-ified schematic diagnam for the detector is shown in

Fig. 42. The cincuit is very similar to the one described by Kibens(I968)'

The exception is the mannen in which the signal ö(t) i" derived'

The fineanized outPuts of the two hot-wire anemometers u1(t) and

%(t) are a.c. coupled to the emitten foflowens QI and Q2' If the Inte::mit-

tency Synthesizer is used, its output ::eptaces one of the anemometers. The

other input is unused. Tnansistons Q3r4r5 t6 fonm a differential amplifien

whose output represents the difference in vel-ocity between the two hot-wires

and therefone app::oximates the derivative au/ây

Thissignalisbnoughtouttothefrontpanelfonnecor^dingpun-

poseq, and- then is fed thr^ough the GAIN control- vRl-' The nesufting sígnaj-

isfedthnoughtheemitterfol.lower,Q6aandthehighpassfilterClR]-to

the ampJ-ifier Q7. cI is adjusted such that the cut of frequency is largen

than any frequency of interest, thus making cl RI essentiafty a differen-

tiaton. The cincuit , R2 c2 in the collecton of Q7 forms a low pass filten

with cut-off frequency adjusted, to be equal to that of c] RI' This limits

the overall high frequency nesponse of the system' The resulting signal' S

. ô2u
taken from emitten follower: Q10 is thus proportrona-L to ãFT' 

.

The signal s(t) is also fed througn s eertrJ control VR2, and emitten

fol-fower Q8, to the true differentiaton C3, and associated feedback amplifier

Qg, QIo. The high fnequency limit of the circuit is set at 20 KHz by the

high fnequency cut-off filter RfCf. The output signal å(t) it pr:opontional

to #þ. 
The r.m.s. varue or s is set equar to that of s by vanying VR2
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and C3. S(t) and å(a) u"u bnought to the f::ont panel fo:r monitoning..

The signals S(t) and S(t) are next fed into type C43000 integnat-

ed circuit differential amplifier"s with push-pull outputs and a gain of 30.

Associated balancing cir.cuits allow all- foun outputs to be adjusted to the

sarne quiescent l-evel of pl.us 2.4 volts. The foun outputs are fed to the

bases of four. nectifying tnansistors Q12r 13, 14 6 15, too"rrg"d so that the

collectons are afl connected togethen feeding a common ::esistor R3. To un-

denstand the operation of the nectifiens, 'o11 detecto:rs as they a:re sometimes

:referred to, consider fins.t the case whene S(t) is set to zel?o so that no

signals are applied to Q14 and Q15. The detector thneshold, C, ís a voltage

defined as fol-l-ows. ïf the input signal applied to the'::ectifiers has an

instantaneous va.l-ue largen than C, then the voftage on R3 is a large fixed

va]ue ar.bitnar"ily assigned a value l-. Similanly, for signal-s less than C,

the voltage on R3 is a small fixed value assigned a value O. But C is

small- companed with the maximiim values of the input signal. Thenefore the

vottage on R3 will be I except fon those smal-l time intenvals when "the input

signal is at on nean zelo. In summany thenefone' the voltage on R3, i'e'

y(t) is 1 except when S(t) is small, at which time Y(t) = O. These zeros

in y(t) ar"e fitled in by å(a) rni"h is 90o out of phase with S(t). Since the

signals ane nandom, howeven, the signal Y(t) shows a consíder:able numben of

lapses duning the turbulent negime and afso false indications of turbulence

fon br.ief noise peaks

The rrhol-d timert necessauy to eliminate these ennoneous indica'tions '

is provided by Ql7, 18 and assocíated circuitry. Each tran,siston'has an ad-
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justable panallel RC cincuit in the emitter. Assume all t::ansitions

in y(t) are instantaneous. Thus, if Y(t) goes positive the emitten of Q17

wil-l follow quickly due to its low output irnþedance; a characteristic of

emitten foll-owens using NPN tnansistons and subjected to a positive tnansi-

tion. Q18 is thenefone quickly cut-off and the output y(t) increases

exponentiatly as determined by the natunal mode of the RC circuit in the

emitter of QI8. Q19 is a simple emitter folLowen. For negative transi-

tions of Y(t), QtZ is quickly cut-off and the output Y(t) is again'an

exponential- but this time determined by the natunal mode of the RC cincuit

in the emitten of Qt7. This signal is then fed through QlB and QI9. fn

this case the RC circuit in the emitter of QIB has no effect due to the low

output impedance of the PNP tnansiston (QIB) when dniven negative.

Tnansistons Q2C, 21 make up a levei- detector:. Let C be the cnoss

over. Ìevel-. It is dete::míned by the base vo.Ltage of Q21. If Y(t) is less

than C then Q21 conducts, Q2O does not conduct, and the output, taken on

the collector of Q2O, is said to be O. If Y(t) is gr:eater than C, Q20

conducts and Q21 does not; the output is now 1. This output, is fed

thnough invertens and emitten followens, Q22 , 23, 24 ' 25. The signal

l-I(t) appeans on the collecton of Q24, the signal I(t) on the collecton

of Q25. Both are brought to the fno¡t panel for monitor:ing.
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